FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Wisdom Audio proudly introduces its SAGE CINEMA SERIES loudspeakers at
CEDIA EXPO 2015.
Wisdom Audio will demonstrate the benefits of its high-resolution, high-SPL Modular
Line Source and Variable Directivity Point Sources in a dedicated home theater at
CEDIA EXPO booth 4718.
CARSON CITY, NV, USA – October 8th, 2015
Targeting high-performance media rooms and private cinemas, Wisdom Audio is
introducing an entire new range of models dedicated to hidden installations behind
projection screens and fabric walls.
“The Sage Series remains the most flexible and comprehensive range of loudspeakers
we have ever created, with many in-wall and on-wall options intended for visible
applications. Adding the new Sage Cinema Series to the mix brings the advantages of
the Sage Series to completely hidden applications in high-performance theaters and
media rooms. It’s Modular Line Source concept makes it a true custom solution for any
size room, while our Variable Directivity Point Sources will allow our dealers to deliver
unparalleled clarity and intelligibility for every seat, and true compatibility with 3D audio
formats,” says Luc Guillaume, Chief Business Officer for Wisdom Audio.
Following the success of the stackable Wisdom Series LS3i & LS4i Line Source models
for private cinemas, the Sage Cinema Series consists of five models; three Line
Sources and two Point Sources. The biamplified Line Sources are modular, allowing the
creation of 4', 6' or even 8' tall line sources to address the needs of the theater design.
Each module features the award-winning Sage 24-inch Planar Magnetic Driver, and a
trio of long linear excursion, high-output woofers. The models Line 2, Line 3 and Line 4
deliver a new level in power and dynamics, key to the most demanding motion picture
sound reproduction and live music experiences.
Flexibility was also the mantra in developing two new Point Sources for the range, so
both models include a passive network allowing each speaker to be driven by a single
channel of amplification or biamplified. The Point 2 PMD module can be rotated 90
degrees and tilted 22.5 degrees, providing any seat in the room the benefits of Wisdom
Audio’s signature clarity. The Point 3 is the most powerful point source Wisdom has
ever created, and its PMD module can be rotated 90 degrees.
Jerry Hanna, VP Product Development stated, “Bringing an entire new range to market
in seven months was a significant challenge after we just hired our new Principal Audio
Designer Engineer, George Short. We are thrilled to present these fantastic solutions
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to our dealers worldwide and looking forward to demonstrating their sonic superiority at
the show.”
About Wisdom Audio
Wisdom Audio is the leader in designing and manufacturing high-performance planar
magnetic transducers for architectural speaker applications with more than 100 manyears experience. Wisdom Audio was founded in 1996 to create no-compromise planar
magnetic hybrid loudspeaker systems for the most demanding and critical audiophiles.
Wisdom Audio systems employ proprietary, custom-made planar magnetic and dynamic
transducers optimized for high performance, including high-end architectural audio
reproduction applications.
Its hybrid-technology systems have earned praise and awards from the specialized
media, while satisfying a growing base of customers and dealers worldwide. Wisdom
Audio’s products, including their multi-award winning Sage Series architectural models,
are handcrafted in limited quantities by specialized craftsman at its headquarters in
Carson City, Nevada.
For more information, please visit www.wisdomaudio.com or call +1 (775) 887-8850.
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